
Prospecting
Time is money, get your opportunities faster!

30%
Brokers who develop a systematic 
prospecting strategy, and deliberately 
carry it out, are more likely to convert 
leads into listings or assignments.*

*Prospect to Client Conversion Rate

PREPARE EXECUTE FOLLOW THROUGH MEASURE

From early rotary phones to cordless phones to the smartphones of today, the phone has 
come a long way. While the latter has made us all but forget the most basic function that it’s 
predecessors did so well, that simple function of making a call is often what separates top 
brokers from the pack. 

Thankfully, other technologies have risen to complement the phone call and help brokers run a 
more efficient, timely and effective business. Modern CRMs such as Apto are at the forefront of 
these technologies and are helping brokers all across the nation find more business, convert 
more leads and keep their pipeline full.

We’re excited to have a seat at the table in bringing new technology to commercial real estate, 
though we realize that with change comes challenges. Those operating in the CRE industry 
have developed many habits to find new clients and keep their pipeline full, some good, some 
bad. This best practice document will help you hone the good, eliminate the bad and adopt 
some new through the use of Apto in your prospecting efforts.
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Prepare Email Templates
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Log Calls & Follow-Up

Document Findings

Monitor & Manage Follow-Up

Set up Performance Monitoring

Having a set list of prospects to call is essential in executing an effective process. Apto’s Views feature is 
a great way to create and organize call lists that are ready for action.

Save time and control your message by standardizing your email through email templates.

Set up the Console
You made contact, congrats! Now it’s time to start delivering on your conversation. Managing and 
recording your follow-up is a breeze with Apto.

Capture call detailsand schedule follow-up in real time. Your efforts are searchable and 
reportable.

Need a singular, organized view of your call lists, contact records and activities? Look no further 
than the Console.

Record unique insights about contacts using Apto’s exclusive Contact Groups.

Making contact once is just the start, but how do you ensure you follow up and stay on top of your 
prospects and clients? Use Apto’s powerful reporting to create visibility into people that need 
action. 

What gets measured gets improved. And what has visibility gets attention. Make it so with reports 
and dashboards to ensure you’re staying on top of these revenue-generating objectives.

Contents



Create Call Lists
Prospecting for willing sellers, hungry investors, landlords or tenants in need of representation 
is a numbers and timing game. It’s a lot like throwing darts; you know what you’re aiming for 
but only occasionally hit your mark. Of course if you make enough calls, talk to enough people, 
find decision makers, you’ll eventually get one on the hook. No matter the list you formulate, 
you still have to put in the work, so how can you generate strategic lists of prospects?

Apto enables you to create custom lists based on a broad set of criteria, making for specialized 
groups of contacts for targeted outreach. Follow these simple steps to start making call lists:

Provide a descriptive name (1), and then specify your 
criteria (2).

Open the Contacts tab (1) and locate the View (2) drop-down list. Click Create New View (3).

1

2 3

Modify your filter logic (3) to ensure your search 
returns the correct results. AND vs. OR - AND: All 
conditions are true. OR: either condition is true.

3

PRO TIPS

Segmentation and criteria are king!  
Here are some best practices in using 
criteria:

Segment by…
• Client Types
• On-Market Strategy
• Recent Transactions (Active, 1031)
• Top Owners
• Principals by debt, value, tenure
• Tenants with expiring leases
• Landlords  

Define Segments with...
• Principal, Tenant and Landlord Types
• Contact Groups - Your own custom tags
• Property Ownership 
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Prepare Email Templates
Before you get started, you need to make sure you are ready to hit the ground running. 
Setting up your email correspondence for follow-up communication is essential. Crafting email 
is often a burdensome task, but it’s also extremely important. In a controlled workflow such as 
prospecting where outcomes and follow-ups fit a similar mold, creating email templates that 
standardize responses ensure you maximize your touch-points and add value to your 
prospects. This in turn increases the likelihood of keeping the conversation going and 
hopefully winning their business.

Click on Setup (1) and locate the Quick Find / Search (2) input. 

Type in “Email Templates” (3) and then click 
Email Templates (4) under Communication 
Templates.
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Pick the desired Folder where you want to create 
your template (5), then click New Template (6).

6



Choose the type of email template you would like to create, and follow the step by step 
process. 

• Text – All users can create or change these templates.
• HTML with letterhead – Admins and users with “Edit HTML Templates”

permission can create these templates based on letterhead
• Custom HTML – Admins and users with “Edit HTML Templates”

permission can create templates. (Requires basic HTML knowledge.)
• Visualforce – Admins and developers can create these templates.

Prepare Email Templates

PRO TIPS

Considerations when creating template(s) – when to use what and what the heck is 
“Visualforce”?:

• Use Text when...
• You want to send a simple email with no images that appears as a one-to-one

communication between you and your prospect
• You want to start with a canned message and make slight modifications prior to

sending (allows editing in email interface)
• You want to minimize the risk of your email getting picked up by a spam filter

• Use HTML (Letterhead) when…
• You want to send a branded email with a branded letterhead
• You want to start with a canned message and make slight modifications prior to

sending (allows editing in email interface)

• Use Custom (fully customizable HTML w/o Letterhead) when…
• You want to customize your email template with images and formatting
• You don’t want to modify the content prior to sending (DOES NOT allow email

editing in email interface)

• Use Visualforce when…
• You want to computer science the heck out of your emails by combining all sorts of

data from all over Apto.
• You are a power user or software developer. If you’re not, call us and we’ll be glad

to help.



Call lists are great, but so is a tool to effectively use them. The Salesforce Console 
featured in Apto is a great way to tactically run through your call lists, see client 
history and details, and record your call results. Here’s how to set it up:

Click the Plus icon on the main toolbar (1), click Customize My Tabs (2), and 
then locate Console and add it to the Selected Tabs side (3).
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Then click Customize My Tabs (2).

Finally locate Console and add it to the Selected 
Tabs side (3).

PRO TIP

While you’re in the Customize My Tabs page, 
add in some other helpful tabs. Some may 
already be there, but if not, here’s some of 
our favorites:

• Apto Help
• Reports
• Dashboards
• Chatter
• Commissions (Back Office subscribers only)
• Invoices (Back Office subscribers only)

Set up the Console



Preparation phase complete; time to execute by putting your call lists to work in the Console. 
Open the Console tab you just added and get to work. 

Make sure you have Contacts selected in the top right corner, and then select your desired view (Denver 
Contacts in the image below).

Rip through your prospect and client lists and record the outcome with ease. All activities created through the 
Console are accessible from their respective tab view.

Log Calls & Follow-Up



Wouldn’t it be great if all your phone conversations were logged for later reference? They can 
be, and Apto is your guide. The call logging feature is a fan favorite, and is your key to 
maintaining actionable history for prospects and clients alike.

1
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PRO TIPS

• Use the Contacts tab when making a one-
off call, and use the Console when you plan
on completing a series of calls from a call
list.

• Logging calls in Apto is context sensitive, 
meaning calls can be logged from any
object using the same simple interface. Try
it from Properties, Pitches or Listings.

CONSOLE

Access the Log a Call feature (1) from your subject 
Contact. This can be done through the Contacts 
tab and the Console.

CONTACT

Log Calls & Follow-Up



Details, details, details! You make a lot of calls and talk to a lot of people. The more you make, 
the more likely you are to forget the specific details.

Record detailed call notes, set the call result, relate calls to specific data elements like listings, and set the 
marketing phase.

Call Result

• Busy signal
• Disconnected
• Left message
• No answer
• Reached
• Received call
• Unavailable
• Wrong number

Related To

• Company
• Property
• Listing / 

Assignment
• Pitch / Proposal
• Project
• Comp

Marketing Phase

• Confidentiality 
Agreement Sent

• Executive 
Summary Sent

• Offering 
Memorandum 
Sent

• Property Tour
• Letter of Intent
• Passed

Add detailed comments here

Log Calls & Follow-Up

PRO TIP

ALWAYS set a 
Related To. 
Relating a call to 
a Property or 
Listing will allow 
you to quickly 
see who you’ve 
talked to 
regarding them 
in the future. It 
also allows for 
the creation of 
marketing 
reports to your 
client.



Call made, check! Now what? Hopefully a meeting, but if not, you need to schedule some 
follow-up. Whether it’s a reminder to email your prospect, a follow-up call to a voicemail you 
left or a call back next quarter, Apto has you covered. 

From the same Log a Call task interface, scroll down and fill out the Schedule follow-up task section (1). 
Most fields are the same as the previous image save for Status (2). Set a reminder (3) to be reminded right 
in Apto.

Subject

• Call
• Email
• Follow-up Call
• Meeting
• Note
• Other

Status

• Not Started
• In Progress
• Completed
• Waiting on

someone else
• Deferred
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Add detailed comments here

PRO TIP

Always set reminders on all your tasks and 
activities to stay on top of your clients. 
Eliminate the need to figure what to do 
next.  Set it up at the time of engagement to 
set yourself up for action in the future. Apto 
will prompt at the time you choose to be 
reminded. 

Log Calls & Follow-Up



Your most successful calls are the ones where you actually talked to someone. Your next 
steps with such prospects are vital to keeping the dialogue going. Taking immediate action is 
paramount to ensure you keep them on the hook and prove your value. Let’s start with what 
we hope was the result of the call: a meeting request.

Meeting requests are handled quite well in most contact management and email/calendar 
systems, so why consider using Apto for this tried and true practice? 

BENEFITS OF APTO MEETINGS

• Ensures all your contacts are in your CRM
• Give your prospect up to five meeting times and let them choose what works best for 

them (1)
• Slick interface to allow your prospect to easily pick the proposed times (2)
• Modern messaging interface to collaborate and discuss meeting options (2 & 3)
• Attendee availability interface to show all meeting times, messages and edit options 

in one easy to use visual interface (3)

1 2

3Access the New 
Meeting Request 
feature through the 
Home, Contacts and 
the Console tabs (see 
page 8 ”Logging 
Calls…”).

Send Follow-Up Email & Meeting Request



Not every call ends in a meeting, but there are still plenty of ways to keep the engagement 
going. Your prospect is more likely to turn to you if they have an email that can be referenced, 
searched and replied to.

While you want to make every email as personal as possible, the reality is that when you’re 
working through a call list you need to balance time and care. It’s time to put your email 
templates to work (see Creating Email Templates).

Click Send an Email (1) from the Activity History of the subject record (likely a 
Contact).

To put your templates to work, simply click Select Template (2).

1
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Select your desired template, fill out the rest and send. Simple.

Send Follow-Up Email & Meeting Request



Whatever the outcome of your prospecting efforts, you no doubt learned some new bit of 
information worth recording and storing for later reference or use. In fact, this should be very 
intentional. Personal insights gained from each engagement are what makes your database 
unique, and are the insights that define your personal relationship. 

Business leader and author Harvey Mackay goes so far to say there are 66 things you should 
know about your customer, and none of them have to do with their property needs. They 
include things like sports affiliations, family member names, hobbies, education and much 
more.

These insights are often gained through prospecting, so what better time to record them?
Here are some of our favorite ways to record this intel in Apto.

CONTACTS

Without people, deals don’t get done. Use these features to catalog and learn about the people you connect 
with: Social links (1), Contact Groups (2), Description (3) and Notes (4). Numbers 2, 3 and 4 are great 
places to store personal insights. Use Contact Groups to do groupings that you plan to add multiple contacts 
to, and use Description as more of a notes section to store things such as likes, affiliations and personal 
details. Notes enable you to add similar types of important information that don’t necessarily fit in a logged 
call or the Description section. Each note contains a time stamp that gives temporal context for later 
reference. 
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Document Findings



If you are fortunate enough to get beyond introductions and small talk and earn the right to 
ask your prospect about their property needs, then you need a tool to store and manage 
those needs. That tool is not a spreadsheet either. Luckily Apto has a feature called Buyer’s 
Needs / Tenant’s Needs that was developed for just this problem.

First things first; not every contact type has this feature. Buyer’s Needs are available for the Contact Record 
Type Principal, and Tenant’s Needs are available for the Contact Record Type Tenant. 

Accessing and using these features on these contacts is simple. Find the related list for your subject contact 
type at the top of the page, or by scrolling down the page, then click New Buyer’s/Tenant’s Needs (1). 
NOTE: Buyer’s Needs has an option for Acquisition Criteria and 1031 Exchange Criteria.

1 1

Document Findings



What happens when you call a property and owner just to find out that the very property you 
called about has been sold and is no longer in their portfolio? You log it as a comp of 
course.

Tracking this information not only helps you tee-up your prospect for the next engagement, 
but it also gives you new information that can be leveraged in client communication, market 
studies and valuations.

There are two places you should consider for tracking property transaction information in 
Apto; Properties & Comps.

COMPS

Comps are best added through the Property (sale) or Company (lease) record. From the subject record, 
click New Comp (1). Fill out the information and save. The comp is now linked to all related records 
[Property (2), Contact(s) (3), and Companies (4)], and can now be searched and used in reports.

PROPERTIES

Without people, deals don’t get done. Use these features to catalog & learn about the people you

1
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4
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Document Findings



Here’s the great news about creating a comp upon learning from your prospect that the 
property has been sold: there is an automatic trigger that fires when the comp is created to 
update the property record. No dual entry or having to worry about whether or not all parts of 
your database are up to date. Apto does it for you from one single act.

PROPERTIES

The transaction-related fields in the Property record, (Last Sale Date, Last Sale Price, Owner) are 
automatically updated when the Comp is saved (1 & 2). Additionally, the seller is changed to “Former 
Owner” and the buyer is added as the new “Owner” in the Ownership list (3 & 4).
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Before Comp is Created

After Comp is Created

Document Findings



Making contact once is just the start, but how do you ensure you follow up and stay on top of 
your prospects and clients? Apto is equipped with simple and convenient views to keep eyes 
on your outstanding and upcoming tasks, as well as the ability to create custom views to 
strategically plan your follow-up. 

Your Home tab is full of useful information to help you stay on top of your 
clients, plan your day and see into your future. Use the My Tasks section to see a 
list of upcoming tasks you created while prospecting.

Meetings you requested and scheduled are listed in the Calendar section.

Apto won’t leave you in the dark either in case you 
overlook your My Task and Calendar sections. Like 
most task management and scheduling systems, Apto 
will alert you with a pop-up so you don’t fall behind. 
NOTE: You have to check ‘Reminder’ on the Task 
window to see this (see Log Calls & Follow-Up).

PRO TIP

Always set reminders on all your tasks and 
activities to stay on top of your clients. Apto 
will prompt at the time you choose to be 
reminded.

Monitor & Manage Follow-Up



To see a comprehensive list of tasks and events, you can build Views to do more strategic 
follow-up or advance planning for your coming workload. 

1

Hiding in the Calendar section of the Home tab is a small button that will take 
you to the list view (1).

The View dropdown menu has some preset options that allow you to see your 
tasks, your team’s tasks, upcoming events and more. You can also create new 
views to isolate just your upcoming or overdue phone calls. See Create Call Lists
to see how more on creating your own views. To open a task, simply click on the 
Subject.

PRO TIP

Create Views based on engagement activity type, priority and likelihood. Use Subject, 
(Call, Follow-Up Call, Email, Meeting, etc.), Priority (High, Normal, Low), and Marketing 
Phase, (Confidentiality Agreement Sent, Executive Summary Sent, Offering 
Memorandum Sent, Property Tour, Letter of Intent, Passed) respectively.

Monitor & Manage Follow-Up



What gets measured gets improved. And what has visibility gets attention. Stay on top of your 
and your team’s efforts through simple visualization tools. Dashboards allow you to view your 
progress with easy-to-read gauges and graphs. 

Dashboards and Reports are your key to peering into your prospecting efforts, 
and thankfully Apto has two that you can take advantage of today. Click on the 
Reports tab and use the Find a Folder search to locate Business Planning –
Agent (1) and Business Planning – Team (2).   

1

2

PRO TIP

Reports and Dashboards go hand in hand. Use Reports when you want to see the 
underlying data in report form, and use Dashboards when you want to see the data 
visually represented in graphs and charts. BONUS: Clicking on the graph or chart opens 
the Dashboard in Report form.

Set Up Performance Monitoring
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